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ABOUT THE FESTIVAL 

TICKETS

The Port Fairy Adventure Film Festival is an international film competition 
showcasing the world’s best adventure documentary films. Held over one  
weekend in the picturesque town of Port Fairy in Australia, we come  
together to be inspired, motivated, and share meaningful stories from 
around the world.

The three day festival includes sessions of carefully selected short films, 
feature length films, industry workshops, art exhibitions, book signings, 
panel discussions and much more. Join us for a weekend that celebrates all  
things adventure!

We’ve kept the ticketing process simple and affordable.

Some events are ticketed, other events are free.

The headline events are our FILM PROGRAMS and FEATURE FILMS. Each of 
these sessions are ticketed separately and show completely different films so 
please purchase a ticket to each session you wish to attend. By purchasing a 
ticket you’ll also become eligible to vote for the ‘People’s Choice Award’!  
All events marked as free do not require tickets and are on a first come first 
serve basis.

Please note, there are no all inclusive festival passes and tickets are limited. 
Get in early to avoid disappointment!

For all ticket purchases please visit:

PORTFAIRYFILMFEST.COM

Port Fairy Adventure Film Festival acknowledges the Australian Aboriginal and Torres 
Straight Islander peoples of this nation and the traditional custodians of the lands 
on which our events take place. We pay our respects to ancestors and Elders, past, 
present, and emerging.
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FESTIVAL DIRECTOR’S 
STATEMENT

Welcome to the first ever Port Fairy Adventure Film 
Festival. This is a first on many levels; for the team,  
the town, Australia, and you! 

The team and I are thrilled to share over 600 minutes of inspiring adventure 
film, as well as a plethora of other exciting events to help tackle the issues that 
keep us all from getting outside. We’ve worked hard to curate a film festival 
that shows the diversity of adventure; highlighting common themes across age, 
gender, ability, time, culture, and location. 

The catalyst of this festival was when I experienced firsthand the power of  
connection created by adventure film. In this tumultuous time of climate 
change, global instability, and black mirror dependency I truly believe there is 
power in the act of getting outside and reminding ourselves of the wondrous 
world we live in; and the incredible people who inhabit it alongside us. 

This weekend would not be possible without the incredible support shown to 
us by the Port Fairy Film Society, Moyne Shire, State Government of Victoria, 
Film Victoria, NAB, We Are Explorers, the community of Port Fairy, formal  
sponsors, local businesses, and countless friends who have volunteered their 
time, caffeine, and enthusiasm to help get this unwieldy beast up off the 
ground! THANK YOU, THANK YOU, THANK YOU! 

Join me at the Reardon Theatre and around the town for what I hope will be a 
fun, inspiring, and memorable festival.

See you there!

 

Athena Morton
Festival Director
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FRI 8 NOV, 6:30PM - 10:00PM  
REARDON THEATRE, TICKETS $25

CHASING MONSTERS

DEAD LAST

CHASING MONSTERS

(Australia, 5 min) 
Director: Krystle Wright

For the past 20 years, Australian photographer  
Nick Moir has been chasing weather systems 
throughout the world. Nick journeys through 
the famous Tornado alley that stretches 
through the American midwest that produces 
catastrophic yet beautiful storms that earn the 
appropriate nickname, monsters on the plains.

DEAD LAST

(United States, 9 min) 
Director: Dylan H Brown 
AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

An inspirational short film that follows a young 
woman with one hand through her journey of 
overcoming self-limiting beliefs and attending 
the paraclimbing world championships.

GOOD MORNING

(France, 4 min) 
Directors: Maxime Moulin,  
Antoine Frioux 
AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

Certain days can be really original… They 
depend on where you live and what you do!  
Richard Permin’s everyday life for instance is 
definitely out of the ordinary. In Good  
Morning, Ricard endlessly repeats his  
morning routine. Right after getting out of 
bed, he clicks into his skis and rides down the 
snow-covered rooftops of Avoriaz.

RUN THE LINE

(Australia, 23 min) 
Directors: Beau Miles,  
Mitch Drummond

Beau Miles lives next to the old Warragul- 
Noojee Railway line, of which snaked for 42km 
through the foothills of Mt. Baw Baw, and ran 
from 1892-1954. You can still see the line now 
as strange scars across paddocks and bold 
cuttings through the sides of hills. Overgrown, 
private, exposed and often hard to find, Beau 
aims to re-run the train line, picking up and 
finding the stations of yesteryear.

SPECIAL GUEST  
EXPECTED

FILM PROGRAM 1 
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INTERMISSION (10 min)

GLORY RIDE

(United States, 10 min) 
Director: Perry Gershkow 
AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

Ocean Beach, San Francisco, resident Ian ‘Big 
Dog’ Glover is an example of a person who 
has found their calling in life and is fulfilling it. 
The grins on his Big Dog Surf Camp students’ 
faces as he satirically lectures them about 
reading their ‘surfing textbooks’ and ‘maybe  
getting to surf’ is proof of that. From a young 
age, Glover was taught to give a little bit of 
whatever he had to someone in need. Follow 
Glover as he shares his relationship with the 
ocean, enthusiasm for teaching people to 
surf, and a service project with craftsman Jay 
Nelson and artist Ian Ross.

8000+

(Germany/Pakistan 21 min) 
Directors: Antoine Girad, Christian Schmidt 
AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

In July 2016, the paraglider Antoine Girard 
set off on a three-week hike-and-fly tour to 
explore the Karakoram mountains in Pakistan, 
alone. The Frenchman has already failed twice 
in his attempts to climb the 8,051 meter-high 
Broad Peak and paraglide down from the 
summit. Now, his hope is that the wind will 
carry him and his chute to the summit - and 
possibly beyond. If he succeeds, he will set a 
new altitude record in paragliding, but the air 
is thin between the 8,000 meter peaks, and 
take-offs and landings are extremely tricky. 
Especially when you only have one person to 
rely on - yourself.

GROOVE TRAIN

(United States/Australia, 4 min) 
Director: Arjan de Kock 
AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

Paige Claassen sends ‘Groove Train’ 
(5.14b//8c) in Grampians National Park - the 
first female ascent of one of Australia’s most 
iconic sport climbs.

LIMITLESS

(Australia/New Zealand, 9 min) 
Director & Producer: Hayden Griffith,  
Henry Brydon 
WORLD PREMIERE

Adventure has always fuelled Jezza. It’s lead 
him to guiding and exploring through some of 
the most remote locations on earth. But  
everything changed in 2010, when he broke 
his neck while guiding a canyon in the Swiss 
Alps. He emerged a C5 tetraplegic and  
became dependent on others to survive.

FILMMAKER + SPECIAL GUEST EXPECTED

ADVENTURE NOT WAR
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FREE FLOW

INTERMISSION (10 min)

FREE FLOW

(Wales, 4 min) 
Director: Paul Diffley

Hazel Findlay enjoys an epic day of mountain 
running and solo climbing in the Welsh  
mountains of Snowdonia. Stunning shots 
combine with a considered soundtrack and 
introspection from one of the worlds best rock 
climbers.

ADVENTURE NOT WAR

(United States, 25 min) 
Director: Max Lowe 
AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

Adventure Not War is the story of three U.S. 
veterans traveling back into the mountains of 
Iraq on a mission to heal wounds and  
experience the country and its culture without 
the shadow of war.

OSAMA & AYMAN

(United States, 7 min) 
Directors: Sam Price-Waldman,  
Ben Mullinkosson 
AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

Osama and Ayman Abdeldayem are brothers, 
skateboarders, entrepreneurs, Americans, and 
Muslims. As they skate through the streets of 
their nation’s capital, they navigate growing 
Islamophobia with characteristic style and 
humor.

ONE DAY AT SHIPSTERN

(Australia, 3 min) 
Director: Dustin Hollick

A film featuring the mellower side of  
Shipstern Bluff: the rocks, the jump off the bay, 
a magic spot. Featuring surfers Dustin Hollick, 
Jy Johannessen, Jo Sandercock and one of 
Australia’s most iconic waves.

OSAMA & AYMAN
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WALLMAPU

(Chile, 6 min) 
Director: Ben Sturgulweski 
AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

The Pehuenche people of present-day Chile 
speak Mapudungun: ‘the language of the 
land.’ This land, their universe, is known as 
Wallmapu. Two skiers enter, into a breath- 
taking creation of ancient Araucaria trees,  
looming volcanoes, and windblown snow.

UP TO SPEED

(United States, 21 min) 
Directors: Peter Mortimer, Zachary Barr, 
Nick Rosen

When climbing was announced as part of the 
2020 Olympics, it was a monumental occasion 
for the sport. But many climbers were shocked 
to learn that one of three combined events 
required to compete for a medal is… speed 
climbing. REEL ROCK correspondent Zachary 
Barr looks into this little-known and seldom 
practiced sub-discipline of the sport, and the 
role it will play in shaping climbing’s future. 
Barr’s journey from the U.S. to France (the 
birthplace of modern speed climbing) to South 
Asia (it’s actually huge there) culminates at an 
international competition in Moscow, where 
speed demons race up a 15-meter wall in less 
than six seconds.

BROKEN

(United States, 7 min) 
Director: Simon Perkins 
Australian Premiere

After losing his leg to cancer as a young adult, 
Jon Wilson struggled with the emotions of 
feeling broken. Challenging himself in the 
outdoors presented a possible remedy. Today, 
crutching up and skiing down mountains at 

night provides a distinct backdrop for Jon 
to explore, accept, and embrace the idea of 
“brokenness,” allowing him to find a more sin-
cere, genuine and honest connection with life.

THE FLOW EFFECT

(Australia, 12 min) 
Director: Lachlan Henry

The Flow Effect is a documentary short film 
that follows an accredited freediver, Liv Rose as 
she explores the vast beauty of the underwater 
world. For Liv, Freediving is an escape from 
the overwhelming nature of daily life. With one 
breath, Liv can dive down for minutes at a time 
serving as both an exploratory and meditative 
experience. The time Liv spends underwater 
helps to relax her mind and allow her to ease 
into the aquatic tranquillity of the ocean. A 
passionate environmentalist, Liv strives to 
show us the unparalleled beauty of the ocean 
and the emotional connection she feels for it. 
She challenges us all to try Freediving, to take 
a moment to stop and be still, and to embrace 
the remedial qualities of the ocean.

FILMMAKER EXPECTED

INTERMISSION (10 min)

BROKEN

SAT 9 NOV, 6:30PM - 10:00PM  
REARDON THEATRE, TICKETS $25

FILM PROGRAM 2 
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CARPE DIEM

(United States, 6 min) 
Directors: Jake Gigliotti,  
Kevin Shiramizu

In a city of people trying to catch a break, one 
lucky man hooks into an unexpected dream 
that becomes the roll of a lifetime, reminding 
him to seize each new day as a chance to do 
what he loves.

LIFE OF PIE

(United States, 11 min) 
Directors: Ben Knight,  
Travis Rummel 
AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

When Jen Zeuner and Anne Keller moved 
to the tiny, conservative high desert town of 
Fruita, Colorado almost twenty years ago it 
was not on the map as far as mountain biking 
was concerned. Jen and Anne have left an 
indelible imprint on Fruita. At the outset, they 
were on the fringe and a bit ostracized; they’re 
now at the very heart and soul of the commu-
nity. Unlike Moab, Fruita isn’t just known for 
it’s riding – you go there to eat pizza. Jen and 
Anne weren’t shy about using their lesbian  
innuendos to sell pizza, even from the begin-
ning when Fruita wasn’t quite ready for it.

DANCING IN THE DARK

(Australia, 4 min) 
Director: Spencer Frost

A cinematic poem and exploration of  
moonlight surfing.

FILMMAKER EXPECTED

PACIFIC LINES

(Australia, 24 mins) 
Directors: Brett Williams, Simon Waterhouse

A story of cultural identity and rock climbing 
exploration as we follow one of Australia’s top 
rock climbers – 14 year old Angie Scarth-John-
son – on an adventure to a remote and rugged 
island in the South Pacific. After smashing 
climbing records around the world, Angie is 
now looking for her next challenge. She will 
journey to the Pacific island of ‘Eua with her 
family and friend Lee Cossey to explore her 
own ancestry, and search for a classic line on 
the wild frontier of rock climbing development. 
Pacific Lines is an inspiring, heartfelt and funny 
documentary about one of the most human 
subjects – identity. By exploring her family’s 
past, she can forge her own path ahead.

FILMMAKER EXPECTED

INTERMISSION (10 min)

DANCING IN THE DARK

PACIFIC LINES
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FROZEN MIND: OVER THE ICE

(France/Switzerland, 4 min) 
Director: Antoine Frioux, Maxime Moulin

Discover the next level of extreme freestyle 
backcountry in a hostile environment.  
Featuring Victor De Le Rue and Frederik  
Kalbermatten snowboarding the glacier in 
Saas Fee - Switzerland.

MOUNTAIN IN THE HALLWAY

(United States, 25 min) 
Director: Todd Jones 
AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

Tate McDowell and Brian McDonnell were 
diagnosed with colon cancer in 2016. Unac-
quainted prior to their diagnosis, they were 
brought together via passion for the Tetons 
and their battle to beat cancer. While under-
going treatments both men were reminded 
of their passion for the mountains through 
murals in their treatment facilities. This passion 
and their shared struggle with cancer brought 
Tate and Brian to the decision to share in a 
lifelong goal of climbing the Grand Teton. In 
the summer of 2017 Tate and Brian will set 
out to climb the Grand Teton as a symbol of 
overcoming and persevering through struggle. 
Both Tate and Brian hope to bring awareness 
to the prevention of colon cancer through this 
project.

BIG WORLD

(United States, 13 min) 
Directors: David Morton, Fitz Cahall 
AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

As parents, how do we teach our kids that 
there is a world beyond social media,  
standardized tests and soccer practice? In 
April 2018, Eddie Bauer athlete David Morton 
and his seven-year-old son Thorne embarked 
on a week-long stand-up-paddleboard journey 

down the Karnali and Bheri Rivers in Western 
Nepal. David makes his living guiding some of 
the world’s most incredible peaks and Nepal 
is like a second home. He wanted to deepen 
Thorne’s understanding of the world beyond 
their Seattle neighborhood. Engaging with this 
world helps us grow. 

“There’s a basic paradox to parenting,” says 
David. “You have to keep your kids safe, but 
you have to teach them to take risks and 
follow curiosity. Life is undeniably richer with a 
little bit of daring.”

SAND IN THE SKY

(United States, 4 min) 
Directors: Dana Saint

Traveling with a baby is an interesting thing. 
They add all sorts of challenges to any trip you 
do. Long flights, strollers, nap schedules, and 
car seats all seem to pile up and complicate 
what is supposed to be a relaxing vacation. 
Sometimes, you may even find yourself 
wondering...is all this effort worth it for a baby 
who won’t even remember the trip? All these 
experiences and memories will eventually  
disappear, like a fading dream. So is it worth 
it?

BIG WORLD
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KAI JONES

(United States, 5 min) 
Director: Steve Jones, Todd Jones, Blake 
Campbell 
AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

Last season 11-year-old freeskier Kai Jones 
had a better Spring Break than you. When the 
snow kept falling in Jackson Hole, he went on 
a rampage - tearing up the biggest, baddest 
terrain at his home mountain with Teton 
Gravity.

MY BIG WHITE THIGHS & ME

(England, 25 min) 
Director: Hannah Maia

A young-ish woman has fallen out of love with 
her own body. Frustrated, she wishes they 
didn’t have to hang out quite so much.  
Committed to making a change she sets 
herself the simple goal of swimming in open 
water at least once a month for a year. As she 
braves the elements throughout the seasons to 
swim in wild places she also begins to appre-
ciate the quiet heroism of a female life and it’s 
body. A story about womanhood, miscarriage, 
healing, loving your own skin & freezing your 
bum off in cold water.

A MILE AN HOUR

(Australia, 17 min) 
Directors: Beau Miles, Mitch Drummond

Follow Beau Miles on a different kind of 
marathon; running one lap an hour, for 24hrs, 
around his perfectly mile long block. The 
rest of the time he does as much as possible; 
making things, odd jobs, fixing stuff. It’s about 
running, doing, and thinking - the potentials of 
one, long, day.

SPECIAL GUEST EXPECTED

ANDREA HAH

(Australia, 3 min) 
Director: Brecon Littleford

Andrea Hah is one of Australia’s leading rock 
climbers and the first Australian Female to 
climb the grade 8c / 33 on home turf. In this 
film, Andrea talks about the next step in her 
life and her return to rock climbing after the 
birth of her son, Max.

FILMMAKER EXPECTED

INTERMISSION (10 min)

SUMMER DREAMING

(Australia, 29 min) 
Directors: Charlie Turnbull, Sam Brumby

WORLD FESTIVAL PREMIERE

A journey across Iceland on foot and inflatable 
kayak brings three Australian friends closer 
together as they witness the beauty, ferocity 
and changing nature of the Arctic island.

SPECIAL GUEST EXPECTED

MY BIG WHITE THIGHS & ME

SUN 10 NOV, 12:00PM - 3:00PM  
REARDON THEATRE, TICKETS $25

FILM PROGRAM 3 
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WHERE THE WILD THINGS KEEP  
PLAYING

(Australia, 4 min) 
Director: Krystle Wright

An ode to the athlete who relishes in getting 
dirty, who chuckles after a long day in the 
mountains, effortlessly glides through the 
crystal clear waves and most importantly, is 
unapologetic in pursuing their love of getting 
rowdy in adventures. Director Krystle Wright 
brings this next installment since the wild 
things never stopped playing.

TEN YEARS OUT

(United States, 14 min) 
Director: Meredith McKee 
AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

When the ultimate tragedy happens to  
Summers Moore and her family, she turns to 
art and the outdoors to turn grief into hope.  
Summers creates an amazing community along 
her journey of grieving.

FILMMAKER + SPECIAL GUEST EXPECTED

INTERMISSION (10 min)

NORDURLAND

(Australia, 32 min) 
Director: Ishka Folkwell

Nordurland is a film about going surfing in 
the harsh, cold waters of the North Atlantic. 
It follows three friends from the subtropical 
northern rivers of NSW Australia, surfers 
Torren Martyn and Laurie Towner, as well as 
needessentials founder and designer Ryan 
Scanlon. They travel to isolated, snow covered 
coastlines in search of remote waves and 
filmmaker Ishka Folkwell, beautifully captures 
these vast and stunning landscapes on screen. 

Torren Martyn’s narration throughout the film 
offers a personal reflection on the trip and a 
real glimpse into the challenges and rewards 
of traveling to frozen, distant lands in search 
of surf.

SPECIAL GUEST EXPECTED

GRIZZLY COUNTRY

(United States, 12 min) 
Director: Ben Moon 
AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

After serving in the Vietnam War, author and 
naturalist Doug Peacock spent years alone in 
the Wyoming and Montana wilderness observ-
ing grizzly bears. His time in the wild changed 
the course of his life. With the protection of 
Yellowstone grizzlies now under threat,  
Peacock reflects on the importance of habitat 
and why he continues to fight for wild causes.

ISLAND HOME

(Australia, 5 min) 
Directors: Gary Parker, Matt Hannon

When the Australian coastline comes under 
attack, an eclectic mix of surfers, school kids, 
first-nation elders and passionate folk step up 
to fight for what they love.

FILMMAKER EXPECTED

GRIZZLY COUNTRY
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THE WEIGHT OF WATER

(United States, 80 min) 
Director & Producer: Michael Brown 
AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

The Weight of Water is a story of a blind man balancing fear in the chaos of kayaking whitewater 
rapids . . . not to mention drowning, and the powerful desire to be free from a prison of darkness. 
He embarks, paddling his own boat, into the home of the most iconic whitewater in the world, 
the Colorado River through the Grand Canyon. For Erik, this is not about proving something to 
the world. He did that when he climbed Mount Everest. This is about achieving that elusive state 
that so many of us seek, to be truly present. He soon discovers that all of the preparation and 
practice are not going to be enough his own doubts. As the Grand Canyon’s crowning rapid, 
Lava Falls draws closer, Erik’s fear grows till it nearly paralyzes him. When disaster inevitably 
strikes, Erik is then faced with a powerful choice and a rare chance to change the outcome.  
This choice defines the journey.

SAT 9 NOV, 2:00PM - 3:30PM 
REARDON THEATRE, TICKETS $15

FEATURE FILM 1 
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THE SILVER BRANCH

(Ireland, 75 min) 
Director & Producer: Katrina Costello 
AUSTRALIAN PREMIERE

The Silver Branch is a philosophical vision-poem about one man’s journey through life which 
underpins a search to reconnect with nature and culture as primary sources from which we learn a 
deeper understanding of ourselves and our surroundings. An uplifting and emotional  
celebration of people and place, which captures the delicacy of the natural world; the heart and 
soul of a farmer-poet, Patrick McCormack; and the ancient rural spirit of Ireland which stands 
behind him. The Story is centred around Patrick and the land, The Burren, Western Ireland. A wild 
place where Mesolithic tombs, famine villages and present day small rocky fields are like jewels 
telling of our long human story on these hills. Patrick longs to farm in the quiet pace his  
ascendants did. But his life gains a different momentum when he’s called to Battle in the  
Supreme courts to decide on the fate of this iconic wilderness.

SAT 9 NOV, 4:00PM - 5:30PM 
REARDON THEATRE, TICKETS $15

FEATURE FILM 2 
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FRIDAY 8 NOV 2019 

4:00pm - 4:30pm  
FESTIVAL OPENING
REARDON THEATRE, FREE EVENT

Join us for the official festival opening

4:30pm - 6:00pm  
ART EVERYWHERE
REARDON THEATRE, FREE EVENT

ArtEverywhere co-founder and local legend 
Gareth Colliton will brighten up the halls of the 
Reardon Theatre with an art exhibition drawing 
inspiration from the outdoor environment. 
Featuring original works by Greg Mallyon, 
Jimmi Buscombe and Oliver Chiswell, artists 
will be in attendance to discuss their work. 
The bar will be open and the good folks from 
Dhiaga Wines will be on hand us to give us the 
lowdown on their deliciously fancy grape juice.

HOSTED BY ART EVERYWHERE

SATURDAY 9 NOV 2019

8:30am - 10:00am  
ABC RADIO LIVE BROADCAST
BLARNEY BOOKS & ART, FREE EVENT  
+ FREE COFFEE

ABC South West Victoria will be broadcasting 
their morning radio show LIVE from the  
festival. ABC presenters Jeremy Lee and 
Anne-Marie Middlemast will interview festival 
guests live on radio, exploring the themes of 
film, art, books and the outdoors - all in the 
name of adventure. Sit down and enjoy the 
conversation while enjoying free coffee  
supplied by Driftwood Coffee (BYO mug).

10:00am - 11:30am  
ADVENTURE+BOOKS
BLARNEY BOOKS & ART, FREE EVENT  
+ FREE COFFEE
‘BEWILDERED’

What would move you to ditch your life and 
take off into the wild for six months? For 
Melbourne woman Laura Waters, it took the 
implosion of a toxic relationship and a crip-
pling bout of anxiety. Armed with a compass, 
a paper map and as much food as she could 
carry, she set out to walk the untamed land-
scapes of New Zealand’s Te Araroa track, 3000 
kilometres of raw, wild, mountainous trail  
winding from the top of the North Island 
to the frosty tip of the South Island. Join 
Author Laura Waters for a live Q&A about 
her inspiring adventure and new book. There 
will also be a heap of inspiring outdoor and 
adventure books for sale specially curated by 
Blarney Books & Art. Free Coffee supplied by 
Driftwood Coffee (BYO mug).

AUTHOR EXPECTED

12:00pm - 1:30pm  
PANEL DISCUSSION
REARDON THEATRE, FREE EVENT
‘HOW TO LIVE MORE  
ADVENTUROUSLY’

We all want to squeeze more adventure into 
our lives, but often ‘life’ gets in the way. Isn’t 
that a bit crazy? Letting ‘life’ get in the way 
of living? This panel discussion will look at 
how adventure is being redefined in the 21st 
Century and how microadventures can be 
transformative for modern-day humans. We’ll 
also share tips and tricks for injecting more 
adventure and nature into your busy schedule. 
We’re all desperate to soak up every single 
drop of goodness from a world teeming with 
possibility – our panellists are everyday adven-
turers and they’re keen to show you how! 
HOSTED BY WE ARE EXPLORERS

OTHER EVENTS 
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4:00pm - 6:00pm  
PRE-SHOW DINNER
COFFIN SALLY, BAR PRICES

To make sure we start the night on a full 
stomach, Pete and the team at Coffin Sally 
are opening the doors early. Join us for a pre 
show slice of pizza (and maybe a cheeky beer) 
between 4:00pm - 6:00pm. Mingle with  
filmmakers, special guests, and the festival 
crew - then it is an easy walk to the Reardon 
Theatre for the main event!

SUNDAY 10 NOV 2019

9:00am - 10:00am  
MICROADVENTURE
MEET AT GRIFFITHS ISLAND CARPARK,  
FREE EVENT

Supercharge your morning and join the We 
Are Explorers crew for a surprise  
microadventure in Port Fairy! Suitable for all 
ages, all you need to bring is a smile and some 
enthusiasm - we’ll take care of the rest. It will 
be outdoors and may be slightly off track so 
please bring suitable clothing and footwear. 
Approximately 1 hour duration.

10:00am - 11:00am  
YOUTH FILM PROGRAM
REARDON THEATRE, GOLD COIN  
ENTRY (OPTIONAL)

We think all of our film  
programs are suitable for ages 0-100+. But if 
you’re not so sure, we’ve created a program 
for younger audiences. We’ve cut out the adult 
themes, but kept the adventure! Join us for an 
hour of short films designed to inspire kids to 
get outdoors more often.  
We’re offering this session free for families, 

with an optional gold coin donation. All money 
raised will be donated to the Port Fairy Film 
Society, a fantastic local volunteer group who 
do a mountain of work to support the  
community. No tickets or reservations.

3:00pm - 3:30pm  
AWARDS PRESENTATION
REARDON THEATRE, FREE EVENT

The final event of the festival and official 
festival closing. Come cheer as our Festival 
Director and Jury Panel present awards for 
Best Film, Best Cinematography, Most  
Inspiring, and People’s Choice (as chosen by 
you, the audience!) Finish the festival in style 
and come along to thank all the filmmakers, 
special guests, volunteers and support staff 
that make this festival tick.

NORDURLAND
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ATHENA MORTON

FESTIVAL DIRECTOR

Born and raised in the Great Lakes region of the United States, 
Athena graduated with a degree in Environmental History from 
the University of Montana. After working for many years as a 
commercial wilderness guide for private and non-profit  
organisations across the USA, Athena jumped the pond to work 
in Australia’s high alpine areas assisting in long duration adven-
ture guiding. She holds a Post Graduate Diploma in Psychology 
focused on behavioral development and trauma, and is a proud 
member of the Association for Australian Bush Adventure Ther-
apy. Seven years in Australia has given her dual citizenship but 
she remains an utter novice at all oceanic activities!

LEON MORTON

PROGRAM DIRECTOR

Leon is co-founder of the Port Fairy Adventure Film Festival 
and a member of the internationally award winning adventure 
documentary film, The Bikes of Wrath (2018). Leon has a back-
ground in outdoor education and expedition guiding, having 
worked and studied with Outward Bound, World Expeditions, 
Howmans Gap Alpine Centre, and the Himalayan Mountaineer-
ing Institute. For the past seven years he has been employed 
as a professional firefighter on the south coast of Australia. 
As Program Director Leon is responsible for curating all film 
programs at the festival.

EMCEE
 
LISA SKERRETT

Lisa Skerrett is a TV producer and reporter at the ABC, covering 
arts and culture for a weekly show called The Mix. She’s fought 
a man with a Shakespearean sword, joined the circus, smelled 
blood, been transformed into a Barbie, traipsed through 
muddy festivals, and got a mystery tattoo, all in the name of 
journalism. As a lover of both adventure and film, her interest in 
adventure film was sparked by a recent trip to 5Point Adventure 
Film Festival in Colorado, where she learned that the word 
‘stoke’ can be both a noun AND a verb!

FESTIVAL DIRECTORS
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JURY PANEL

CAMERON FORD (JURY CHAIR)

Cameron is a multi-award winning filmmaker with 16 years 
experience in the industry. His work as a director, producer, 
cinematographer and editor has screened at more than 80  
festivals around the world and on network television in Aus-
tralia, New Zealand and the USA. Cameron is best known for 
feature documentary The Bikes of Wrath (2018) which has 
taken-out more than a dozen awards across the globe; most  
notably winning the coveted People’s Choice Award at the 
2018 BANFF Mountain Film and Book Festival, beating out 
blockbuster films The Dawn Wall and Free Solo.

MEREDITH MCKEE

Meredith is the founder of Meredith Brett Media, a public 
relations and film production agency. In addition to producing 
her most recent film Ten Years Out, Meredith is honored to 
represent and share the stories of her travel and outdoor  
industry clients. Meredith’s film festival experience includes 
serving as the Program Director at 5Point Adventure Film Fes-
tival in Colorado, USA, where she was responsible for curating 
all film programs for one of the most prestigious adventure film 
festivals in the world. Prior to starting her company, Meredith 
held the role of Senior Action Sport Producer at GoPro in San 
Francisco and Public Relations Executive at Aspen Snowmass 
ski resort in Colorado. Meredith’s deepest passion is to share 
stories that can change the world and she is fueled by making 
people laugh as much as humanly possible.

HENRY BRYDON

Originally from the bustling metropolis of Shrewsbury in 
England, Henry flicked the switch when he was 24 years old 
- quitting his job as a recruitment consultant to cycle across 
the world. He’d never ridden further than the shops before 
pedalling east. After cycling 38,000km through 30 countries he 
arrived in Sydney and founded We Are Explorers in 2014 with 
one core mission beating from it’s wild heart: to unleash the 
explorer inside all of us. We Are Explorers is now an adven-
ture platform and thriving community that reaches over one 
million people a month through it’s content, events and brand 
partnerships. Henry and the team have worked with some of 
the worlds greatest outdoors brands including The North Face, 
Patagonia and Kathmandu.
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TIM ASHELFORD
Tim’s the Editor of We Are Explorers. He’s 
a trail runner, rock climber and surfer who’s 
stoked that he gets to pull together stories 
of adventure from around Australia and New 
Zealand every week. He’s passionate about 
inspiring people to challenge themselves  
outdoors and building their love for the  
environment through real experiences.
WE ARE EXPLORERS

JIMMI BUSCOMBE
Jimmi Buscombe is an artist from Warrnam-
bool in Southwest Victoria specialising in 
murals and public art depicting Australian flora 
and fauna. He has been shortlisted in several 
local and national arts prizes for his portrait 
work, including the Kennedy Art Prize in South 
Australia (finalist) and the local Warrnibald 
Portrait Prize at the Warrnambool Art Gallery 
(which he won in 2017 and received People’s 
choice in 2018). He is also currently shortlisted 
as a semi finalist in The Moran Prize for Portrai-
ture in NSW and is awaiting final judgement 
for the finals and exhibition. Jimmi is best 
known for his Warrnambool Wombat mural 
on a train bridge in his hometown, which the 
ABC video The Accidental Wombat Mural of 
Warrnambool has been viewed over 58 million 
times worldwide. Since then Jimmi has created 
his trompe l’oeil style murals all over the state, 
including two pieces at Werribee Open Range 
Zoo, several pieces in Warrnambool,  
Hamilton and Port Fairy, pavement art work for 
the Colour Terang Festival, artist in residence 
work with a number of schools, and an ongo-
ing artist in residence project at Lyndoch Living 
(Aged Care) which has been ongoing since Au-
gust 2018. He is currently working on a series 
of murals in Warrnambool titled #WildVsWar-
rnambool, which is funded by the Victorian 
State Government’s Pick My Project scheme. 

The pavement chalk-piece Jimmi has created 
for the Port Fairy Adventure Film Festival this 
year was inspired by the film Pacific Lines.
ART EVERYWHERE

OLIVER CHISWELL
Oliver grew up in rural NSW, where he spent 
most of his childhood skating, drawing and 
collecting lizards. After training and working 
with Outward Bound he went on to become 
a part of two adventure documentaries filmed 
in the US and Iceland, The Bikes of Wrath and 
Summer Dreaming. He used analogue pho-
tography to document the trips, enjoying the 
authentic and nostalgic process of developing 
the film. He currently co-owns and runs his 
own business, SOME CAFE, while finishing his 
BA in Design in Canberra.
ART EVERYWHERE, & FILM: SUMMER 
DREAMING

JOYCE CLERY & JUSTIN PURSER
Joyce and Justin are the founders of Dhiaga 
Wines in Victoria. Dhiaga (Dee-a-ga) the Irish 
word for divine can also be used to describe 
the Australian/Irish duo. They craft their wines 
to be a little bit special and unique by using 
thoughtful winemaking technique and only as 
much intervention as required. Dhiaga favours 
natural yeasts, in some wines no sulphur is 
used and they avoid filtration whenever  
possible. Dhiaga wines are made according 
to the lunar calendar. By following the cycle 
of the moon and its celestial position they are 
able to capture the essence of the vineyard 
with the bare minimum of processing aids 
without compromising on quality. Joyce and 
Justin will be at the festival serving up their 
adventurous wines.

FESTIVAL GUESTS
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GARETH COLLITON
Artist, curator and community builder Gareth 
has been in the art industry for more than 
25 years. Gareth is the co-founder of Art 
Everywhere, an innovative online platform 
which connects artists to commercial spaces. 
After running Wishart Gallery in Port Fairy for 
5 years Gareth saw an opportunity for art to 
be exhibited not just in galleries but in cafes, 
restaurants, hotels… well, everywhere. Gareth 
is a passionate advocate for community arts 
and he currently serves on the F Project  
Committee, the Winter Weekends Committee, 
and is a Director on the Board of the South 
West Community Foundation.
ART EVERYWHERE

ANTHI EMMANOUIL-PLAYNE
Hailing from Melbourne, Anthi’s affinity with 
nature was fostered early in the landscapes 
of Wilsons Promontory. Her infectious love of 
people and nature and has since led to her 
dedication of 20 years expertise through  
working with young people in the outdoors, 
youth work and mental health sectors; 
including therapeutic services to outdoor 
leaders specialising in self-care. Her biggest 
co-creation to date, 50 DAYS - lightweight 
gear specialists, draws from her humanistic 
and communal origins and aims to connect 
like-minded communities and inspire people 
to adventure their own way. An avid Endo  
Warrior and advocate for adventure therapy, 
Anthi supports the philosophy that moving 
with what is wild fosters an openness and 
readiness within, encouraging personal growth 
and a pilgrimage back to Self.

SPENCER FROST
Spencer Frost is an Award winning filmmaker 
specialising in outdoor,  adventure, tourism 
and ocean based films. He’s currently living 
in Avalon Beach - Sydney, but is often away 
for work or off on an adventure. The past few 
years Spencer has been lucky enough to work 
for a number of clients including BBC Earth, 
Red Bull Media House, BMW, Ducati, The 
North Face, Corona and a number of tourism 
boards. He has just finished his latest project 
A Corner of the Earth which is his first feature 
length film - and has already been selected for 
a number of film festivals around the world.
FILM: DANCING IN THE DARK

HAYDEN GRIFFITH
Hayden Griffith, a curious minded creature 
raised on the South Coast of NSW, Australia. 
I’ve spent a lifetime being immersed in the 
wild which has given me the gift to work best 
where most people don’t. I’m a waterman, 
hold all CASA certifications & insurances to 
operate commercially in the air, and have 
strong experience working & operating in 
the most remote & challenging environments 
- globally. Among other things, I’m also a 
student zoologist, wild about natural history 
and responsible for producing content for 
science and communication to schools around 
the world both through film and LIVE classes. 
With a deep respect for narrative and a chronic 
spirit of adventure I strive to push the limits 
of photojournalism & film through aerial, land 
and sea environments.
FILM: LIMITLESS
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MATT HANNON
Matty Hannon is a writer/director and artist 
who’s work examines the relationship between 
different human cultures and the natural world.
FILM: ISLAND HOME

LACHY HENRY
Lachy is a 25 year old who grew up on the 
Mornington Peninsula in Victoria, Australia. 
Lachy has just graduated from Swinburne Uni-
versity of Technology having studied a  
Bachelor of Film and Television. The Flow 
Effect is Lachy’s first film that he has ever di-
rected and what a wild ride it has been. With a 
huge passion for the sea, Lachy had a vision of 
bringing the underwater world to life through 
the eyes of his dear friend Olivia.
FILM: THE FLOW EFFECT

JEREMY LEE
Jeremy Lee has been with the ABC since 1992, 
starting in Canberra before moving to Mel-
bourne and then Warrnambool. He’s worked 
as a recording engineer, radio producer, 
promo maker, and presenter. Career highlights 
include presenting outside broadcasts from 
the Port Fairy Folk and Spring Music Festivals, 
covering several Great Victorian Bike Rides, 
and winning second place for his scones at the 
Warrnambool Show.
ABC LIVE RADIO  
BROADCAST

BRECON LITTLEFORD
Brecon is a director and filmmaker with over a 
decades experience in the commercial arena. 
Coupled with his lifelong passion for rock 
climbing and the outdoors, he has extended 
his focus to create authentic adventure stories 
for the outdoor market.
FILM: ANDREA HAH

GREG MALLYON
Greg is an Australian artist who has had over 
35 solo exhibitions and is represented in 
various major collections around the world. 
He specialises in depicting landscapes from 
a topographical perspective. Using natural 
ochres and pigments he builds rich, textured 
paintings that explore literal and metaphori-
cal links between mapping land and canvas. 
Greg’s love of aerial views began as a child, 
flying over the Australian landscape. Greg 
holds a Masters degree in Art (COFA , UNSW) 
a Diploma in Fine Art (QCA) and Diploma in 
Art Education (QUT). In recent years Greg has 
been a finalist in 7 national art awards and has 
received artist residencies to Barcelona, Venice 
and Chiang Mai.
ART EVERYWHERE
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ANNE-MARIE MIDDLEMAST
Anne-Marie Middlemast has been with the 
ABC since 2006, working in various roles from 
presenter to producer to field reporter, music 
director and now Saturday Breakfast presenter. 
Anne-Marie began her radio career at  
Melbourne’s eclectic and much-loved specialist 
music station PBS-FM, and spent many years 
yet again broadening her musical boundaries 
at Australia’s most ethnically diverse media 
organisation, SBS Radio. She’s presented 
outside broadcasts at the Darwin Festival and 
Womadelaide, and chased stories that have 
seen her cracking whips with cowboys and 
exploring alternative energy on Aboriginal 
communities.
ABC LIVE RADIO BROADCAST

DR. BEAU MILES
Beau Miles is an outdoor educator, trail runner, 
sea kayaker, writer and filmmaker. He is world 
class at nothing. At his core, Beau is a doer, 
someone who wants to try his hand at many 
things in order to feel, even momentarily, 
what outliers and experts feel. Recent projects 
include running a marathon around his block, 
eating his body weight in beans (only, for 39 
days), and making items of purpose from junk 
- such as an office or canoe paddle. Beau likes 
to ponder (PhD), was the first person to run 
the Australian Alps Walking Track, is happily 
hitched, and a brand new dad. He also wears 
odd socks, needs to shower more, and  
invented the liquorice sandwich.
FILMS: A MILE AN HOUR, RUN THE LINE

SUMMERS MOORE
Summers Moore is on the Board of Directors 
at 5Point Adventure Film Festival in Colorado, 
USA. After graduating from the University 
of Denver, Summers Moore arrived in the 
Roaring Fork Valley of Colorado and has since 
been an integral part of the community. As 
an artist, photographer, mentor, and curator, 
she exposes the brilliance in nature; human 
nature, natural light, landscapes, and her living 
subjects. As a mother, she found a knack for 
capturing her daughters expressions of  
innocence, wonder and joy. Her love for her 
home community is immeasurable, as she 
taught skiing for 11 years and worked with the 
Aspen and Carbondale Animal Hospitals.  
Summers’ film Ten Years Out premiered at 
5Point Adventure Film Festival and has gone 
on to screen around the world.
FILM: TEN YEARS OUT

LUKE MCCREDDEN
Luke McCredden is a podcast creator and pro-
ducer with an intense passion for the outdoor 
life. Spending most of his working life in the 
fishing and camping industries; from retail, 
to corporate, to media, Luke has been able 
to live his enjoyment of the outdoors multi 
channel. Some of Luke’s current podcast pro-
ductions include Hook, Line and Sinker (Pod-
castOne), Poddy Mullet (Victorian Fisheries 
Authority) and Humans. Luke brings Humans 
to the Port Fairy Adventure Film Festival and 
will capture some of the amazing stories the 
festival brings.
PODCAST: HUMANS
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RYAN SCANLON
Ryan Scanlon has designed products for 
surfers for over 20 years. Formally the head of 
design and marketing for Quiksilver globally 
he choose to leave that career to start a surf 
company on his own terms. An avid traveller 
he has spent years living and sailing his own 
sailboat and traveling very light to remote 
surf destinations. His company needessentials 
reflects his values of living simply, not over 
consuming and being environmentally  
responsible. Ryan has a passion for film mak-
ing and his company has worked with many 
emerging documentary filmmakers to produce 
a fine selection of adventure surf films. 
FILM: NORDURLAND

LAURA WATERS
Laura Waters is a Melbourne-based freelance 
travel writer, speaker, author and nature  
nomad. After a decade on the corporate grind, 
she undertook an adventure, which ultimately 
changed her life. Laura hiked the length of 
New Zealand, a 3000-km journey. She left 
behind the nine-to-five and the comforts of 
modern life, instead seeking further  
adventures in the wild. She writes for world-
wide publications, including Australian 
Traveller, Wild, and Outdoor, about experi-
ential travel and her adventures in the great 
outdoors. She also trained with former US Vice 
President Al Gore to become a Climate  
Presenter, and gives presentations to hundreds 
of people on climate change and inspires 
others to reconnect with nature.
BOOK: BEWILDERED

 

BRETT WILLIAMS
Brett Williams is a Director, Producer and 
Editor based in Melbourne and working under 
the business name of Side Trip Productions. 
In the last ten years he has also created many 
climbing video projects, working with some 
of the best climbers in the world including 
Alex Honnold, Hazel Findlay, Chris Sharma 
and Mayan Smith-Gobat. When not working 
on video projects, he can most likely be found 
on the pointy end of a classic trad route at his 
beloved home crag of Mount Arapiles.
FILM: PACIFIC LINES

JEZZA WILLIAMS
Jezza Williams is the CEO of Makingtrax, 
New Zealand’s Inclusive Tourism Specialists. 
Prior to a life changing moment Jezza was 
guiding internationally on some of the world’s 
best whitewater, deepest canyons and most 
remote locations. Jezza has become a global 
game changer in inclusive adventure, assisting 
operators and the industry to embrace the 
rewarding, fast growing and often misunder-
stood industry of inclusive tourism.  
Ambassador to Inclusive Tourism Nepal and 
adventure expert and spokesperson for ENAT 
(European Network of Accessible Tourism). 
Jezza is also New Zealand’s first and only  
tetraplegic licenced paragliding pilot.
FILM: LIMITLESS
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